-2 -. In the present calculation the real part of the dielectric function E 1 (q,oo) is calculated directly, and the imaginary part' E 2 (q ,w) is calculated using the Kramers-K~Bnig transformation. The functions E 1 (q,w) and -+ . , E 2 (q,oo) are then used to calculate the imaginary part of the inverse dielectric function IrriE-1 (q,w), which is' proportional for small q to the energy-loss function of a fast charged par tic le passing through the solid.
The details of the calculation are given in Sec .. II along with the results for silicon. In Sec: III the silicon calculations are compared with a calcula--1 . tion of E 1 (q,w), E 2 (q,W) and Im E (q,w) for a free electron gas in ~he random phase approximation, that is, the Lindhard 3 dielectric function.
A comparison of the various dielectric functions for silicon and the free electron gas illustrates the principal difference between the two cases.
II. Calculations
First we calculate the longitudinal wave-vector-dependent and frequency- 
where the summation is over cubes of volume (~k)
3 'in the first Briilouin zone, with suitable truncations at the zone bounda~ies~ The summationindex v spans the top four valence bands and the index-c spans the bottom eleven conduction bands. En(k(is the energy eigenvalue of band n at state k and -Ik, n) is the corresponding eigenvector.
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• .. -..... After we calculate E 1 (q,Ul)' the imaginary part of the dielectric ...
The ima.ginary part of the inverse dielectric function 1m E -1 (q,Ul) is then
as a function of Ul for q = 0, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, and 1 in units of 2rr/a in the .
-.
[100] direction. 
An indication of the accuracy of the present calculation of E l{q=O,w)
. is given by a comparison with a much more accurate calculation done in conjunction with the work on silicon presented in Ref. 6 . In t~is previous calculation 356 points in 1/48 of the Brillouin zone were accurately computed and then the energy eigenvalues and the dipole matrix elements were both determined on a much finer grid of 175, 000 points in 1/48 of the 13rillouin
,., ... however, the reader should notice that Eiq ,w) is nega~ive for q = 0, 1/4, for small w whereas it should be zero because of the energy gap. This incorrect result is caused by small errors in the calculation of E 1 (q,w). Small errors in Eland E 2 can cause larger errors in ImE -1, and for this reason the smaller
structure in the plots of ImE is not to be re garded as accurate.
III. Discussion
In this section we compare the results for the silicon E 1 (q,w) , -
E 2 (q,W) and the Im [E (q,w)] with these functions calculated for a free electron gas in the random phase approximation. This RPA or Lindhard dielectric function has the form and 
' .
it
' . ...
€l(q,w) for silicon is displayed in a perspective plot (Fig. 7) which . _ At high w for all q the silicon and Lindhard € 1 functions are similar. This is reasonable since at high w (such that lJ:v is much larger than the energy gap) ,we expect silicon to resemble a free electron gas because the high-energy excited states correspond to loosely bound electrons. Fig. 10 because of the perspective nature of ~he graph andthe rapid dependence of E2 oncu inlhese regions. As in the case of E 1 (q,w), the differences in E 2 (q,W) between the silicon and Lindhard cases are most prominent at low q andw.
Figs. ] 1 and 12 show Im[ E -l(q,w)]for the silicon and Lindhard cases.
These cases differ considerably. In the Lindhard case the function approaches For the present case this happens when 1. 176 < qa/21T < 1. 1 77. The upper end of the spectrum is still sharply peaked resembling a plasmon-like contribution.
For silicon (Fig. 11) this occurs even at q = 0 and the E2 coming from. pa~ excitations damps the plasmon peak.
It is interesting to examine the q and w dependence of the zeros of where l' = w/qv F • The lower zero (which looks like a damped transverselike mode in the continuum) arises when
ThiS condition requires a fairly linear w(q) curve, i. e. (3.7) which agrees well with the computer calculations.
For silicon the lower zero does not result from a linear dispersion (3.5J curve, but a gap appears in the spectrum. This is the most significant difference between the two dielectric functions. At higher q, the two curves tend to merge, but it is more difficult to calculate the zeros of E 1 in this region of the plane. In other words it is the gap in the spectrum at smaller q which distinguishes the silicon case from the free electron gas case as expected.
• • Figure Captions 1. Comparison of two silicon calculations E l(q=O,oo). The 70-point calculation is performed as described in this paper and is the less accurate of the two. ~
The 356-point calculation uses five times as many grid points and a much finer interpolated grid of 175,000 points on which to perform the integration. E2 and Im E -1 for silicon as a function of n:.u for q = (1/2,0, 0)2iT/a. 8. Perspective plot of E 1 (q ,(0) for a free electron gas .
Plots of E
...
9.
Perspective plot for E 2 (q ,(0) for silicon.
-+ 10. Perspective plot of E 2 (q,oo) for a free electron gas.
11. PerspeCtive plot ofIm[ E -1 (q ,w)] for silicon.
12. Perspective plot of Im IE (q,w)/ for a free electron gas.
13. Plots of the zer~s of E 1 (q,w) for silicon and a free electron gas in the· (q,w) plane. .' . Fig" 2 .,
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